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Full PDF PackageDownload Full PDF PackageThis PaperA short summary of this paper6 Full PDFs related to this paperDownloadPDF Pack With this worksheet, students have to read and analyze (annotate) sentence structures including "ser" with adjectives, "gustar" with verbs, and conjugated -ar verbs. I've written a paragraph in Spanish about
Spongebob that uses "ser," "gustar," and conjugated -ar verbs. They will read, annotate by marking the text for certain structures, and translate into English. Part of the directions are: -Underline adjectives-Circle the infinitives (have -ar, -er, -ir endings on them) used after “gustar”-DrPage 2This resource is perfect for teaching and practicing
Realidades 1 2B: Tu sala de clase. These digital student activities will practice classroom objects, the verb ¨hay,¨ and prepositions. It is a Google Slides download intended for Spanish 1 level students.These can be used as bell-ringers, practice activities, review, stations, or exit tickets.The purchase includes:➤15 Digital Activities➤Logical/Illogical,
Short Answer, Drag the Pic, Pick the Pic, Fill in the Blank➤Skills practiced: DescribingPage 3This bundle of activities includes warm-ups, vocabulary instruction and practice, imperfect instruction and practice, games, cultural activities, performance tasks, and quizzes. It was paired with Realidades 2 Capitulo 4A, but it could be used with any unit on
toys, childhood, playground, or the imperfect.Page 4This Spanish Realidades MEGA BUNDLE includes Vocabulary Introductions and 15 Digital Activities for each unit in Realidades 1A - 4B (Likes/dislikes, adjectives/personality descriptions, classes/schedule, classroom objects/prepositions, breakfast lunch, dinner/healthy habits, places/IR units). The
presentations for each unit will help you introduce, review, or discuss each topic and the digital activities are great for bell ringers/starters/do-nows, extra practice, review, absent work, sub plan,Page 5This is a bundled set of my previous 2 items (+400 pages of material). These were enough material for my Spanish 1 and 2 classrooms. They work
hand in hand with the Realidades textbook. Included items: 1. Practice tests, created by me, to mimic the real tests, giving students a better idea of what to expect 2. Grammar explanations/charts for the following: Gustar, AR/ER/IR verbs, masculine vs feminine, question words, the verb IR, Ser vs estar, Por vs para, Preterite tense of AR/ER/IR
verbs,Page 6Are you looking for an interactive, fun way for your students to review Capítulo 7B of the Realidades textbook? If so, these Boom Cards are just what you need! Students will be engaged and get a well-rounded review of the chapter as they work their way through the 50 cards in the deck. Cards include filling in charts with the conjugated
preterite forms of COMPRAR, BUSCAR, and JUGAR, filling in the blanks of sentences with preterite verbs from the chapter, multiple choice, writing vocabulary wordPage 7This Realidades 1A Digital Activities contains 15 practice activities for any unit on likes, dislikes, and activities, best fitting with Realidades 1A : ¿Qué te gusta hacer? These digital
activities are great for bell ringers/ starters, review, extra practice, sub plan, or homework. This is a digital download for Google Slides.This purchase includes:➜15 Digital Activities for Google Slides➜Fill in the blank, sorting, pick the pic, digital storyboard, Emoji Pictionary, vocabulary matching, selectPage 8This reading comprehension activity
practices reading comprehension skills, chapter 2-B vocabulary and regular and irregular preterite verbs (buscar, encontrar, pagar, comprar, decir, dar, ser, ir, quedarse, probarse, salir, anunciar, imprimir and more!). This activity has 3 parts: reading and classifying verbs (regular or irregular); answering comprehension questions and re-creating a
scene from the story. It usually takes about 30 minutes in class. I do this activity after I have introduced thPage 9This is a grammar review covering the concepts presented in Realidades 1, Capítulo 4B - specifically, the verbs jugar and poder, and the ir + a + infinitive formula. Great to use in class, or to give for homework! Section 1: fill in the forms
of jugar, explanation of the stem change, then some practice sentences with jugar Section 2: fill in the forms of poder, explanation of the stem change, then some practice sentences with poder Section 3: explanation of the ir + a + infinitive formula,Page 10Grab all six of my fun and engaging activities that go along with Chapters 6A and 6B of the
Realidades 1 textbook at a savings of 20% with this bundle! Students will get a well-rounded review of Capítulos 6A and 6B content such as house vocabulary, colors, adjectives, prepositions of place, making comparisons, O-UE stem-changers like DORMIR and PODER, chore vocabulary, affirmative tú commands, the present progressive tense, and
more!RESOURCES INCLUDED IN THIS BUNDLE:Realidades 1: Capítulos 6A &aPage 11Super Improved Spanish 1 Workbook!Used in conjunction with comprehensible input (or reading-based learning), and based on a combination of the Santillana and Realidades Textbooks, this 267-page student packet includes:-18 vocabulary lists for a Spanish
Level 1 class that include the following vocabulary topics: Alphabet, Colors, Numbers, Months, Seasons, Days of the Week, Introductions, Descriptions, Family, Activities, Telling Time, Weather, School, House, Furniture, Chores, Community, ClothingPage 12This Realidades 4B Digital Activities contains 15 digital and no-prep practice activities for any
unit on Spanish Sports, emotions, and invitations in Spanish or best fitting with Realidades 4B: ¿Quieres ir conmigo? These are 15 digital activities that practice Spanish leisure activities, sports in Spanish, invitations, accepting/declining invitations, emotions in Spanish, and Spanish verb jugar. These digital activities are great for Spanish 1 bell
ringers/ starters, review, extra practice, subPage 13This is a bundle of all of the preview guides from Realidades 2. This includes chapters 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, 8A, 8B, 9A, and 9B. Save money and buy them all at once. With this preview guide your students will have the opportunity to focus on their learning for the
upcoming unit. The guide gives them a “book walk” in which they see each part of the unit and how it will help them work toward fluency in the language. They will be predicting the future vocabulary,Page 14Grab all six of my fun and engaging activities that go along with Chapters 7A and 7B of the Realidades 1 textbook at a savings of 20% with this
bundle! Students will get a well-rounded review of Capítulos 7A and 7B content such as clothing and accessories vocabulary, numbers 0-1000, demonstrative adjectives, E-IE stem-changers, store vocabulary, preterite tense words, regular -AR verbs in the preterite tense, -CAR, -GAR, and -ZAR verbs in the preterite tense, direct object pronouns, and
more!RESPage 15This Spanish Realidades Digital Activities bundle contains 15 digital activities for each unit in Realidades 1A - 4B (Likes/dislikes, adjectives/personality descriptions, classes/schedule, classroom objects/prepositions, breakfast lunch, dinner/healthy habits, places/IR units, sports/invitations). These digital activities are great for bell
ringers/starters/do-nows, extra practice, review, absent work, sub plan, homework, and more. This is a digital download for Google Slides. Each activity is cPage 16These supplementary materials are for the Spanish textbook Realidades Book 1 Chapters 4B-8A. This bundle includes the following: 1. Practice tests, created by me, to mimic the real tests,
giving students a better idea of what to expect 2. Grammar explanations/charts for the following: The verb IR, Ser vs estar, Por vs para, Preterite tense of AR/ER/IR verbs, Preterite tense of ir, stem changing verbs, the personal A, present progressive tense, commands, and more 3. Jeopardy Games for every chPage 17This is a grammar practice
worksheet / review sheet covering the concepts presented in Realidades 2, Capítulo 5B - specifically, false cognates, the preterite of venir, poner, decir, and traer, and the imperfect progressive (as used in conjunction with the preterite). Section 1: explains what false cognates are and asks students to think about/define some examples Section 2:
charts for listing the preterite forms of venir, poner, decir, and traer (also reviews estar, poder, and tener) SectioPage 18Here you will will find 18 word-search puzzles, one per chapter (Chapter: 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, 8A, 8B, 9A & 9B). You can assign this as HW, as an additional resource for those that finish early,
substitute assignment, etc.. Let me know your thoughts. Thank you! Customer Tip: How can I earn TpT credits to use on future purchases?Please go to your 'My Purchases' page- you need to be logged in. Right next to each purchase you will see a 'Provide Feedback' buPage 19Grab all six of my fun and engaging activities that go along with Capítulos
2A and 2B of the Realidades 2 textbook at a savings of 20% with this bundle! Students will get a well-rounded review of content from Chapters 2A and 2B like reflexive verbs, stem-changing verbs, regular preterite tense verbs, daily routine vocabulary, using adjectives as nouns, SER, ESTAR, demonstrative adjectives, talking about shopping, and
more! This bundle includes the following resources:Realidades 2 Capítulos 2A &aPage 20This resource is a Spanish food introduction for Google Slides to Realidades 1: 3A ¿Desayuno o Almuerzo? unit. This presentation features each vocabulary word with images and a follow up asking students if they like, love, or dislike each food in Spanish. This is
great for an introduction, review, study resource, or extra practice.❱Vocabulario used: cereal, salchichas, tocino, huevos, el sándwich de jamón y queso, la sopa de verduras, la pizza, el perrito caliente, me gusta, me encanta, más o mPage 21Here you will will find 19 word-search puzzles, one per chapter (Chapter: Para Empezar, 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A,
3B, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6A, 6B, 7A, 7B, 8A, 8B, 9A & 9B). You can assign this as HW, as an additional resource for those that finish early, substitute assignment, etc.. Let me know your thoughts. Thank you!Customer Tip:How can I earn TpT credits to use on future purchases?Please go to your 'My Purchases' page- you need to be logged in. Right next to
each purchase you will see a 'Provide FePage 22Persona A/Persona B Review of Realidades 1Bby This is a great way to help students review the vocab and grammar from the Realidades 1B chapter for level 1, because they love to quiz each other and play the role of teachers! I love how engaged students are during these Persona A/Persona B
activities. Simply print out a sheet for each group of two, cut them in half, and you're all set! Detailed instructions are included, but basically, Persona A will ask the first question and check whether or not their partner's answer is correct. If it's wTypes:Realidades Level 3 Conversaciones Simuladas chp 1-10by This packet includes 20 templates of
simulated conversations for level 3 spanish following the themes of chapters 1 through 10 of realidades (does not have to be used with the book though). In each template, the student is given the skeleton of a conversation based on a subject (for example chp 2 art). The student is prompted (just like in the Spanish AP exam) to respond to questions
and converse in an authentic manner to 5 prompts in the conversation. Students love this activity and it's a greRealidades Auténtico 1A Mega Bundle by Perfect for Google Classroom and Distance Learning / Remote Learning★ This Realidades - Autentico Level 1 1A Mega Bundle is the only thing you need for to engage your students throughout the
entire Chapter 1A (Capítulo 1A) ! The following activities that coordinate with Realidades - Autentico (Chapter 1A ) are included in the bundle: ★When I began teaching this chapter, I thought that the information in the book was pretty light. The attached activities are all you need to give your students thSpanish 1: Mi nuevo horario de clases (My new
class schedule): Set of 4 Readings TARGET STRUCTURES INCLUDE: ¿Qué clase tienes? / tengo / tienes / necesito / divertido / aburrido / ¿Quién enseña la clase? / la primera hora / etc. This is a set of 3 dialogues and one story plus lesson plan ideas designed to provide additional exposure and content literacy for beginning Spanish students. Target
structures and vocabulary are listed with English translations at the top of each new dialogue for easThis is a PDF of a game board (size of a standard piece of printer paper) that you can use to help your students review the vocabulary from Realidades 1, Chapter 1B (adjectives to describe personality traits). I call it the Crossout Game, and my
students love it! You'll need to make half as many copies as there are students (they play in pairs). It features all of the vocabulary written in a "jumble" such that the words are all scrambled together into a crazy cloud of words. Put the students iThis is a potpourri of activities that allows students to practice and show their understanding of the
Realidades 2A vocabulary. The words that they are searching for in the word search are incorporated contextually in a short reading passage. The students read the paragraph and find the words from the paragraph that are underlined in the word search. The follow-up activity, or if you choose to begin with it, is a translation of the portion of the
reading that is underlined accompanied by the alThis resource contains 7 different crossword puzzles for practicing the vocabulary in the Para Empezar section of this book:1 puzzle for the “En la escuela” portion of the list 1 puzzle for classroom items 1 puzzle for days, months, and words related to the calendar1 puzzle for weather expressions and
seasons2 puzzles for numbers (1-30 and then 1-100)1 larger puzzle with words from both the “En la escuela” and “En la clase” sections of the list.Answer keys are included for each puzzle.Clues areGrades:6th - 9th, Higher EducationThis is a PDF of a game board (size of a standard piece of printer paper) that you can use to help your students review
the vocabulary from Realidades 2, Chapter 1B (extracurricular activities). I call it the Crossout Game, and my students love it! You'll need to make half as many copies as there are students (they play in pairs). It features all of the vocabulary written in a "jumble" such that the words are all scrambled together into a crazy cloud of words. Put the
students in pairs and haveThis is a Comprehensible Input-based MovieTalk that will allow for students to process vocabulary related to school supplies, basic -ar verbs in context, and the difference between "es" and "está." The animated clip it is based on is called "Afternoon Class" (on YouTube). It is about a tired student who is having a really
difficult time staying awake in a boring class. The clip doesn't have any dialogue so it is perfect for a MovieTalk. It pairs with Chapter 2B of Auténtico/Realidades 1 as it sSubjects:Jeopardy Review/ Realidades 2 4aby Spanish and French Lessons Levels 1-4 This is a Jeopardy game review for Realidades 2 4a. This fun activity covers four categories of
instruction for Realidades 2 4a: Vocabulary, imperfect production, responding to questions about the past, and using the concepts and the imperfect to translate sentences. Category one: students look at pictures and complete sentences using vocab. Category Two and Three: students conjugate the imperfect from prompts. Both Ser and Ir are
included. Category Four: Students respond to questions inPersona A/Persona B Partner Activity with Realidades 4B Vocabby This is a great way to help students review the vocabulary from the Realidades 4B chapter for level 1, because they love to quiz each other and play the role of teachers! I'm always shocked at how engaged students are during
these Persona A/Persona B activities. Simply print out a sheet for each group of two, cut them in half, and you're all set! Detailed instructions are included, but basically, Persona A will ask the first question and check whether or not their partner's answer is correct (This oral, writing and listening activity reinforces food vocabulary, listening skills and
grammar structures. This activity includes pre-activity questions (10 question), four different graphs for students to use during speed dating and questions to review the activity at the end. Four different graphs are included- this forces students to LISTEN to the question being asked instead of blindly stating their answers. I have also included
instructions on how I use this activity in class. This actRealidades 1 5A Vocabulary Quizby This is a fill in the blank style vocabulary quiz for Realidades 1 5A. It has 2 sections. The first is more definition based and the second is a complete the sentence with the most appropriate word. INCLUDES A VERSION WITH A WORD BANK.Types:Seis: A Dice
Race Game for Realidades 5A (Spanish 2)by This is a great way to review the vocab and grammar from the Realidades 5A chapter for Spanish 2! Each student receives a worksheet, and each group of four or five students receives a dice and pencil. They take turns passing the dice, trying to roll a six. The first person to roll it yells "Seis," grabs the
pencil, and begins filling in their worksheet. The other students continue rolling the dice and grabbing the pencil once they roll a six. My students love this game, and I love it as well.Types:Page 23This is a grammar practice worksheet covering the concepts presented in Realidades 2, Capítulo 2B - specifically, the preterite of regular verbs,
demonstrative adjectives, and using adjectives as nouns. Could be a good in-class review, homework assignment, or sub assignment! Section 1: write out the preterite endings for regular verbs + a few practice sentences. Includes a review of -car -gar -zar verbs, as well as verbs that have spelling changes in the 3rd person (pedir, servir, vestirse,
ePage 24Looking for a way to bring some CI (comprehensible input) style teaching to your current Auténtico or Realidades textbook series? This colorful google slideshow will provide you with a simple story line and animated images that even the newest Spanish learners can follow. This short story completely in Spanish is great for input, repetition,
asking comprehension questions, and story retells.This slideshow includes:-20 colorful slides including 1 short story with text and the same short story witLooking for a way to bring some CI (comprehensible input) style teaching to your current Auténtico or Realidades textbook series? This colorful google slideshow will provide you with a simple story
line and animated images that even the newest Spanish learners can follow. This short story completely in Spanish is great for input, repetition, asking comprehension questions, and story retells.This slideshow includes:-20 colorful slides including 1 short story with text and the same short story witLooking for a way to bring some CI (comprehensible
input) style teaching to your current Auténtico or Realidades textbook series? This colorful google slideshow will provide you with a simple story line and animated images that even the newest Spanish learners can follow. This short story completely in Spanish is great for input, repetition, asking comprehension questions, and story retells.This
slideshow includes:-22 colorful slides including 1 short story with text and the same short story witThis is a PDF of a game board (size of a standard piece of printer paper) that you can use to help your students review the vocabulary from Realidades 2, Chapter 5A (natural disasters). I call it the Crossout Game, and my students love it! You'll need to
make half as many copies as there are students (they play in pairs). It features all of the vocabulary written in a "jumble" such that the words are all scrambled together into a crazy cloud of words. Put the students in pairs and have them eacThis is a PDF of a game board (size of a standard piece of printer paper) that you can use to help your students
review the vocabulary from Realidades 2, Chapter 2A (daily routine and toiletries). I call it the Crossout Game, and my students love it! You'll need to make half as many copies as there are students (they play in pairs). It features all of the vocabulary written in a "jumble" such that the words are all scrambled together into a crazy cloud of words. Put
the students in pairs and haThis lesson is an awesome game, where students have to solve a logic puzzle in order to save their town from the evil mice that are taking over. Here is the concept.Students have to follow instructions, and track how the mice move around the map with straight lines. Once all the movements have been made, they then
shade in specific areas, and form a giant flying squirrel over the town map, solving the riddle and saving the town. Once they have an idea of the animal that is created, they can cheTypes:This is a slideshow to introduce and practice chapter 4A Adónde vas? Vocabulary .There are 80 slides with pictures and words to introduce this chapter. Some
additional places in the city was added. There are 7 slides for students to practice. There are 12 definition that student match. ( to send a letter: post office). There are 5 logic and illogic sentences. There are 8 matching sentences with pictures . There is a video and an activity for students.Realidades Level 1 : 6A & 6B Dibuja Algo Gameby This "Dibuja
Algo" / "Pictionary" style game get students practicing the vocabulary for Realidades Level 1, Chapter 6A & 6B "En Mi Dormitorio" & "¿Cómo Es Tu Casa?" This is a minimal prep activity, all you have to do is print out enough sets of cards for each group, cut them out and clip them together...Easy peasy, lemon squeezy! Students work in pairs in
groups of 4 to see who can guess the vocabulary word their partner is drawing. This game is purely a vocabulary recognition game butSubjects:This lesson is a review of the affirmative tú commands designed to be used before teaching the negative tú commands. I created this lesson while I was teaching this chapter and I realized that my students
were learning the negative tú commands but could not remember the affirmative tú commands. Plus, the notes for the regular tú commands were in the book from last year, so they couldn't even reference them. Also, I knew there would be no situation in which they would use the negative commandsIn this activity students work with partners to
decide whether or not they would buy various weird and random things from Amazon. During this activity students imagine that they received a $100 gift card for Amazon and they have to answer on their answer sheet (SOLD SEPARATELY) whether or not they would buy each item. This activity is a great way to introduce direct object pronouns in a
fun, creative and engaging way. Students absolutely love this activity!What does this Google Slides activitTypes:This is an authentic speaking activity that students love! . I use it at the end of chapter 7B in the Realidades I series and after 2B in the Realidades II series, but it is perfect for any clothing/store unit. Students create their own individual
stands to form a classroom market. This activity provides an authentic opportunity for students to practice their vocabulary (and learn more) in a role-play situation. They can create any kind of 'store' they would like. This is one of those activTypes:Station activities are a great way to encourage students to complete work while being able to walk
around the room! This product includes: - Four stations to review topics that go along with Realidades chapter 5B. - Restaurante Vocabulary & descriptions - Venir and Traer - Ser and Estar - An answer sheet for students to record answers - A completed answer sheet for the teacher - Guidelines for the teacher (station preparation/what to do during
instruction) CheckTypes:NO PREP activity for practicing some pastime and sports vocabulary in context. Reading, writing, listening, and speaking are all rolled into this one easy-to-implement activity. This activity uses primarily the verbs "jugar" and "me gusta" along with "ir". The top half of this worksheet has a series of 19 statements about
pastimes and sports. All are in the first person singular. Each student fills that out according to their own situation.Examples of statements: Juego al básquetbol.Me gusPage 25Are you looking for an interactive, fun way for your Spanish students to review Capítulo 9B of the Realidades textbook? If so, these digital Boom Cards are just what you need!
Students will be engaged and get a well-rounded review of the chapter as they work their way through the 50 cards in the deck. Cards include filling in conjugation charts with PEDIR, SERVIR, SABER, and CONOCER, filling in the blanks of sentences with the verbs from the chapter, multiple choice, writing vocabulary words inPage 26This oral
activity pairs with Realidades 2, Capitulo 4B, but it can be used with any Spanish unit on celebrations and holidays. I used it as a pair activity, but it could also be in small groups, oral, written, and more! The instructions are on the second slide, and they ask the students to consider how they celebrate (if they do), how others generally celebrate,
special traditions or items generally associated with the celebration, and their opinions regarding the celebration. Afterwards, there
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